
Nlaka'pamux Environmental 
Management Community Survey
The Nlaka’pamux Environmental Management Program seeks to understand the impacts to the natural 
and cultural resources within our Traditional Territory. The involvement of community members is 
critical to the success of this program. Lower Nicola people have been stewards of our land and 
resources, through the Nlaka’pamux Environmental Management Program, we hope to uphold 
responsibility and the values that are most important to our community. 

* Required

Name (First, Last) *1.

Email Address2.

Phone # *3.
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Address (Street, City, Province, Postal Code, Country) * 4.

 

Our Nlaka’pamux Environmental Management Program is dedicated to protecting our 
environment based on the values that are most important to our community. What 
activities have impacted your life? * 

5.

Agriculture

Forestry

Hydro/Power

Mining

Oil/Gas

What environmental value do you consider the most important? * 6.

Air

Animals/Birds

Plants

Water

All of the above
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Our language, culture, and traditional knowledge guide how we relate to the land. What 
part of our environment is important to you? * 

7.

Cultural/Ceremonial

Ecological

Economic

Historical

Spiritual

Traditional knowledge matters when understanding how to support better outcomes for 
the resources within LNIB’s Traditional Territory. Thinking about how LNIB lands and 
resources are used today, what is important to you to protect or restore? * 

8.

Cultural/Ceremonial

Environmental

Historical

Spiritual

All of the above

Over the past few months, we have met with community members to share information 
and talk about community values that are important to protect or restore. Thinking 
about how LNIB lands and resources are used today, what is important to you to 
protect or restore? * 

9.

Cultural/Ceremonial

Environmental

Historical

Spiritual

All of the above
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What are your thoughts on Air Quality in our community? * 10.

Good air quality

Bad air quality

If you answered Bad air quality above, please explain by you believe our air quality is 
bad?

11.

 

Do you think we should do more when it comes to Air Quality in our Community? * 12.

Yes

No

Are you familiar with locations that need to be protected due to there cultural 
significance? * 

13.

Yes

No

No sure
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If you answer yes to the above questions, please explain?14.

 

Do you know what a Culturally Modified Tree is? * 15.

Yes

No

No, but would like to learn more

If a Culturally Modified Tree must be removed from a location, would it be beneficial to 
bring these tree’s back to our Community for its Cultural and educational purposes? * 

16.

Yes

No

Would you be interested in having story groups for all ages talking about creation 
stories, transformer stories and or any kind of cultural relevant stories? * 

17.

Yes

No
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Would you be interested in Elder and Youth Programs? * 18.

Yes

No

Have you seen an endangered Plant Species before? * 19.

Yes, on reserve

Yes, outside of reserve but within our Traditional Territory

No

Not sure

Would you like to see a program created specifically for Endangered Species? * 20.

Yes

No

Are you familiar with our traditional or medicinal plants? * 21.

Yes

No

I would like to learn more about our traditional and medicinal plants

Would you be interested in programs for food & harvesting plants for all band 
members? * 

22.

Yes

No
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This content is neither created nor endorsed by Microsoft. The data you submit will be sent to the form owner.

Microsoft Forms

Knowledge keeper resource list would be a list of Elders willing to share traditional 
knowledge. Do you think this would be a good resource for community members who 
want to learn our traditional Knowledge? * 

23.

Yes

No

Do you have Traditional Knowledge you would like to share with our LNIB members? * 24.

Yes

No

Maybe

Would you like to learn more about what impacts our community? * 25.

Yes

No

Depends on what it is
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